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It’s A Breeze

Getting your first Brazilian takes a little courage, but the pristine
smoothness after makes the experience all worthwhile.

For the comfort and
enhanced freedom
of movement it
promises, Brazilian
hair removal is
becoming increasingly
popular with men.
And because reaching
those well-hidden
strands by yourself is
virtually impossible,
many men choose
to turn to male therapists who are skilled in this
delicate art instead.
To discover what Brazilian waxing involves,
we seek out Thomas Tong, founder of
Thomas d’Esthetique, a leading proponent
of men’s aesthetics, wellness and skincare.
Armed with 20 years of experience, Thomas is
also the first therapist for men, specialising in
Brazilian hair removal.
Thomas insists on training all his male
therapists in the highest standards of hygiene.
After all, for such a delicate procedure, comfort and
professionalism are absolutely essential. So if you
are after a smooth, sleek physique and in
half the time, Thomas’ Brazilian waxing skill is
highly recommended.

The Boyzilian Experience
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Remove clothing

This protects your
clothing from being covered
with hair and also allows
your aesthetician to remove
every renegade strand.
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Prep to be waxed

As you lie on your front,
you may feel embarassed
and nervous. The thought
of warm beeswax applied on

your nether region may be
unsettling. But it will be over
in a jiffy.
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Total elimination

You now turn around
as the hot wax is applied
onto hard-to-reach spots and
cotton strips are placed on
your skin. With a swift sweep,
the strips are peeled off. To
ensure that the sensations

are fleeting, great skill is
essential, especially when
pesky hair is removed from
the testicles. Tip: At this
point, relax for best results.
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Final inspection

Admire the new you.
Bask in the feeling of being
“clean” and follicle-free! Be
rid of unpleasant odours and
unsightly tendrils.

A Brazilian will root out every
possibility of saddle irritation while
cycling and underwater drag while
in the pool or the open sea.
You can now show off your
physique without exhibiting
unsightly bristles.
Hygiene and comfort levels will
hit new highs, which will in turn
please your partner.

Thomas d’Esthetique is located at 5 Coleman Street, #03-01 Excelsior Shopping Centre. For more information, call 6337-6858.

